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About This Game

A swashbuckling naval adventure, in the spirit of C. S. Forester's Hornblower or Patrick O'Brian's Aubrey/Maturin books, with
a dash of Jane Austen.

Choice of Broadsides is a 60,000 word interactive novel, where your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—without
graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
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Pretty short, and not as funny as the first one. But well worth it to support the prequel's devs.. If you're *not* new to VR (like I
was), and *not* perturbed by unexpected sudden scares (like I am), and if the devs would be good enough to add to their store
description that this game is not recommended for people with heart problems, then thumbs up all round. I'm genuinely
surprised this is free as it's a very polished and well made experience... all 5 minutes I saw of it before nearly breaking my
headset ;-). WIZARDS, of the neon age. Fun for newcomers!. Awesome game and you can play dlcs with your freinds if you
don't have them so hats off to the devs for that. It plays like l4d2 but better. The way the characters move is very realistic (small
but immersive) and it's warhammer so everything is awesome about the world. Also it's better to play it with freinds, You don't
need 3 others but the more the marrier.
In conclusion 9\/10 for a L4D2 style melee game. Trash game, even trashier, useless developer. Thanks for the cheap trading
cards though, commie.
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This a lovely game with a lot of heartthat ended up not quite being what I expected but was a very welcome surprise. I ended up
with a fairly touching story that I might go back through and make some different choices and see how and if the story unfolds
any differently.. Its a very interesting game in which your actions and dialogue will affect how the story ends. Short, but very
replayable.. Why was this game so underrated? i mean there are a couple minor glitches..... but you still have hentai.... right?.
Gauge is the perfect game for fans of Super Hexagon, an addictive and fun test of your reflexes and precision. A great way to
pass a few minutes, the simple design is genius. Great fun.. An amazing follow-up to an amazing original, this novel delivers
even more thrills, chills, and spills (I'm so sorry) than the original. In fact, a number of choices had me stressing out for
approximately twenty minutes deciding which way to lean; not even a Bioware game has ever done this to me. Play and read it.
You'll be glad you did.. Forced mouse smoothing without an option to turn it off and no expansions like Duke it out in DC,
Duke Caribbean, Nuclear Winter, etc.

This is clearly inferior to the Megaton Edition which was removed from Steam. The only reason to buy this would be for the
new expansion exclusive to the World Tour version.
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